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Experience guide 1.0 A Sonova brand

Introducing a better  
way to make an amazing  
first impression
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We believe the world 
would be a better place 
if people felt really good 
about the entire hearing 
care experience.

Today’s clients have changed, but their hearing 
care journey has remained the same. The 
traditional process leaves them overwhelmed, 
skeptical and pressured. It’s time to revolutionize 
the entire hearing care experience – and we’ve 
done just that. 

Love the experience is our promise to you, 
and the people you help every day. All of our 
products, solutions and technologies have 
a single focus of providing a hearing care 
experience people absolutely love. 

DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW

Discover a better way with FLEX™ 3

Fit. Love. Go. Introducing the 
new Discover platform
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*HCP FLEX program survey, USA, 2018.

Discover a  
better way  
with FLEX
The FLEX experience makes buying and wearing 
hearing instruments easy, flexible and empowering. 
And it’s only available from Unitron. We’re trailblazers 
in creating amazing solutions with an experience 
people actually want, and we’ve been expanding 
our expertise for years. Our growing portfolio of 
innovations, known as the FLEX ecosystem, fuels  
an inclusive and totally personalized approach.

FLEX with our new Discover platform  
completely changes the hearing journey  
for you and your clients. 

Watch your success rates 
skyrocket! Hearing care 
professionals reported a

28%
increase in sales  
with FLEX.*
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Offer real-world assessments 

With FLEX:TRIAL, you can extend the hearing 
assessment beyond your office and into the  
real world. Experiencing hearing instruments  
for free at home, at work or wherever your clients 
spend time with no commitment means less 
stress for you, less pressure for them and starts  
a positive journey.

Understand their experience

Change the client experience with Insights 
– a FLEX solution that includes Log It All and 
ratings. Log It All helps you better understand 
your clients’ listening lifestyles by providing a 
complete view of where they spend their time. 
Combined with in-the-moment ratings, Insights 
gives you invaluable information to truly provide 
the most personalized hearing solution.

Solve common problems on the spot

When your clients make negative ratings, there 
may be an obvious solution such as returning  
to their automatic program. When applicable,  
the Remote Plus app* will provide suggestions  
to solve simple problems that do not require  
a visit or call. 

Survey their satisfaction

Automatic satisfaction emails make it easy  
for you to stay in touch with your clients’  
overall satisfaction with their hearing 
experiences over time. 

Easily access Insights

View client ratings and overall satisfaction  
within Unitron TrueFit software, and use  
this information to better understand your  
clients’ needs. You can access this important 
information via the myInsights website in 
between client appointments. 

Ensure their trial is amazing

Use notifications to stay proactive about 
potential challenges your clients experience 
during their real-world assessments.

Provide peace of mind

Change is constant, and you want to be  
sure the hearing instruments you provide  
can keep up with your clients’ lifestyles. That’s  
why every Unitron device is totally future-proof 
with FLEX:UPGRADE.

Stand out from the competition

Change the client experience for the better  
with FLEX. Only available from Unitron. 

FLEX:UPGRADE™

FLEX:TRIAL
Usage

Log It All
Ratings

Overall satisfaction 
Noti�cations

FLEX:TRIAL
Usage

Log It All
Ratings

Overall satisfaction 
Noti�cations

Usage
Log It All
Ratings

Overall satisfaction 
Noti�cations

Impress from the �rst �t
—

1st appointment

Get referrals from 
happy clients

Provide a personalized 
hearing solution

—
2nd appointment

Review real-world 
assessment

—
2nd appointment

Empower with a 
real-world assessment

—
1st appointment

Set them up for success
—

3rd appointment

Delight with superior 
continuous care

—
Continuous care

FLEX runs 
circles around 

other experiences

FLEX:TRIAL™

First �t strategy
TrueFit™

eScreener
(availability varies 

by country)

TrueFitUsage
Log It All
Ratings

Overall satisfaction 
Noti�cations

TrueFit

We take it personally
FLEX makes every step of the hearing care journey enjoyable, 
starting from the very first appointment. It’s a game-changing way to 
personalize hearing solutions that result in better client interactions 
at every turn. With FLEX, everyone feels really good about the entire 
hearing care experience. And that means success all around. 
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*For the use of the Remote Plus app, Unitron hearing aids with Bluetooth® connectivity are required. The Remote Plus app works
on Apple smartphones with iOS 10.2 or newer and Android smartphones with version 6 or newer.



Fit. Love. Go.

There’s only one opportunity to make a first 
impression. And our Discover platform with FLEX 
revolutionizes the hearing experience for you and your 
clients. Imagine overcoming typical first fit barriers. 
Offering personalized hearing instruments people 
can try without commitment. All with the convenience 
clients want and the exceptional natural sound and 
speech clarity they expect. So say goodbye to the 
status quo. And get ready to love the experience.
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Fit. Love. Go.

Fit
Seize the opportunity  
to impress instantly
Make an amazing first impression with our Discover 
platform. You’ll wow your clients from the get-go with  
a supremely satisfying first fit that’s quickly and 
seamlessly personalized for them.

 FLEX FOR SUCCESS

Our new first fit strategy 
paired with FLEX:TRIAL  
lets you quickly and easily 
get clients started with  
real-world assessments.
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Stellar sound
With Discover’s new first fit strategy, new wearers trying 
FLEX:TRIAL will experience an outstanding start to their 
hearing care journey. A quick and easy new workflow 
in Unitron TrueFit ensures all necessary information is 
provided to guarantee the best first fit calculation. 

New wearers prefer a fuller, richer sound. So the starting 
point of our Automatic Adaptation Manager (AAM) 
provides the acoustic transparency they prefer, while 
still transitioning them to the industry standard fitting 
formula target for the greatest long-term benefit.

Great style
The only thing your clients will notice about their hearing 
instruments is the impeccable sound, with stylish 
designs that put comfort and convenience first.

Tailored fit
Our domes and receivers are now even more comfortable 
and durable. And the new Sound Delivery System 4.0 
offers high flexibility with a broad range of receivers 
and acoustic coupling options to fit every ear.

Fit. Love. Go.

Discover’s got it all
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Designed to be discreet,  
our smallest RIC is comfortable and 

flexible, with a 312 battery. 

Our first lithium-ion rechargeable RIC 
is dedicated to stylish design and 

ease of use.

Products shown at actual size.



Fit. Love. Go.

*Dr. David A. Eddins, WCA October 2018 Cape Town, South Africa.

Hearing that will make their 
20-year-old selves smile

You’re in the business of helping people get 
back to doing the things they love, and feeling 
like a better, younger version of themselves. 

And that means providing top-performing 
hearing solutions. 

Classification of environments is key to a 
hearing instrument’s performance. And no  
one does it better than Unitron. Our solution 
classifies sound as precisely as a normal 
hearing 20-year-old.* 

Love
 FLEX FOR SUCCESS

Join forces to provide  
personalized solutions 

Precise classification means  
that Log It All provides an  
accurate and complete picture  
of where your client spends time, 
enabling a truly personalized 
technology recommendation. 
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Humanlike environment classification
Years of training our algorithms with machine  

learning means SoundNav 3.0 can identify life’s  
ever-changing soundscapes just like a young, 

normal hearing listener would.* 

MediaNav classifies streamed signals as music or 
speech and adjusts the sound accordingly so your 

clients can enjoy media that enriches their lives, like 
music and podcasts. They can stream it from any 

device directly to both hearing instruments.**

The listening they’re used to
Spatial Awareness provides a  

realistic hearing experience that first-time  
clients (and beyond) expect.

A well-balanced system
Sound Conductor balances all the  

features to provide peak performance  
in every environment. 

The heart of better hearing
SpeechPro is a feature proven to reduce 

listening effort† and provide significant benefits 
for speech perception in noisy environments.‡
So your clients can converse with confidence 

even in challenging listening situations.

*Dr. David A. Eddins, WCA October 2018 Cape Town, South Africa. **Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free 
Profile. †Taylor, Luo, and Bruce (2018). Listening effort and speech intelligibility measurement for multiple subjects simultaneously in complex listening 

scenarios. Ear and Hearing manuscript under review. ‡Ozmeral, Hoover, Gabbidon, and Eddins (2018). Development of Continuous Number Identification 
Test (CNIT). Ear and Hearing submitted for publication. 

It’s not only 
what they are.  
It’s how they  
work together.
Four powerful features join forces with one common 
goal – to give your clients the most humanlike hearing 
experience possible. It’s SoundCore,™ the intelligent 
signal processing system that lives inside Discover 
hearing instruments.
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Go

Fit. Love. Go.
New wearers expect devices to fit 
seamlessly into their lives. Discover 
products deliver on this, offering 
direct hands-free streaming of calls 
and media to both ears from any 
smartphone, rechargeable ease, 
and convenient ways to stay in 
control of their experience.* Now 
they can chat, charge and repeat 
like never before.

Go
Offer ultimate convenience

 FLEX FOR SUCCESS

Take proactive counseling to a  
whole new level using ratings within 
the Remote Plus app. Access these 
insights between appointments,  
through our cloud-based  
myInsights and notifications.
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Fit. Love. Go.

Over a decade  
of training to 

classify sound just 
like a human 

Clients wait years to do something about their  
hearing loss – years that we’ve used machine  

learning (a branch of artificial intelligence) to train  
our hearing instruments to achieve humanlike  

sound classification. 

With Discover, we’ve come closer than ever to 
mimicking the fluidity of real-life listening. Because 

people with hearing loss need their hearing 
instruments to classify sound just like they used to do 
naturally. Built on over 10 years of machine learning, 
our technology gives them exactly that. It’s all part of 

delivering a hearing experience they’ll love.
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*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with compatible Bluetooth connectivity.



INTERACTIONCOMMUNICATION

ENTERTAINMENT

Fit. Love. Go.

*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile.

Leveraging the SWORD™ 
3.0 (Sonova Wireless 
One Radio Digital) chip 
to provide made for all 
(MFA) connectivity – 
including phone and 
media connectivity to 
both ears.

All phones.
Both ears.
Incredible sound.
Yes it’s true, our hearing instruments are made for all 
phones, without the need for any additional accessories. 
Your clients can enjoy easy, direct connections with the 
people they care about, with hands-free phone* and 
video calls to both ears.

It’s good to be  
well-connected

ENTERTAINMENT:

Music
TV
Podcasts
YouTube
Netflix
Audiobooks

INTERACTION:

Ratings
Virtual assistants  
like Siri and Alexa

COMMUNICATION:

Phone calls
Skype
FaceTime
WhatsApp

These are just some  
of the ways clients  
can get connected  
with Discover.
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Fit. Love. Go.

* Data is only available to clinic employees. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play 
and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Success is a  
two-way street
Your clients can use the Remote Plus app to 
tell you how they’re hearing in real time. This 
gives you more useful data* to understand 
how the hearing instruments are performing. 
It also enhances their listening experience with 
control options right at their fingertips.
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Remote Plus app
Change programs

Control volume

Mute and unmute

Submit ratings on their hearing 
instrument experience

Watch how-to videos 

Adjust the balance between 
media and the environment 
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TV made  
easy

With the TV Connector, your clients can easily  
watch their favorite shows and movies in high-quality 

stereo sound by wirelessly connecting their  
hearing instruments to the TV.

Simple setup  
and usage
Connect to your  
TV, laptop, tablet, 
stereo and other 
digital devices, and 
it’s ready to use with 
the push of a button.

Fit. Love. Go.



Get them  
charged up

Fit. Love. Go.

Our first lithium-ion rechargeable knows 
how to make an entrance. Moxi™ Jump R 
is a stylish RIC design with rechargeable 
ease. It has no battery door, eliminating 
the need to change batteries.

MORE DETAILS

Offers a full day of hearing, including streaming

Multifunction button for more flexible functionality

Will turn on and off automatically when removed  
from or inserted into the charger

A power pack is also available and provides an 
easy charge without being plugged in

Easy to use

Quick to charge

Available in 10 colors
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Experience our new Moxi Fit. 
With an all-new multifunction 
button that allows for more 
flexible functionality. It’s as 
discreet and stylish as ever, 
with a continued focus on 
comfort and ease. It’s a fan 
favorite for a reason.

MORE DETAILS

Small size

Traditional 312 battery

Multifunction button for more 
flexible functionality

Available in 10 colors

Fit. Love. Go.
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Pewter (P7) 

Charcoal (P8)

Amber suede (S2) Amber (P2)Espresso (P4) 

Pewter shine (S5) Espresso boost (S3)

Platinum (P6) 

Cinnamon (Q9)Beige (01)

Fit. Love. Go.

Color your choice

Moxi
Receiver type: S M P UP

Peak output / gain (2cc) 111/46 114/50 122/58 130/67

Open dome/cap dome • • •

Vented dome • • •

Power dome • • •

SlimTip • • •

cShell • • • •

Open dome/cap dome

Vented dome

Power dome/SlimTip

Discover  
fitting ranges
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Products shown at actual size.  
Colors shown in Moxi Fit. Moxi Jump R is also available in all colors.



Love the experience

Wow from the get-go,  
with supremely satisfying 

first fits.

Let them try hearing 
instruments before they 

buy with FLEX:TRIAL.

Ignite every conversation with 
superior sound performance.

Understand their listening 
lifestyle with Insights.

Make it easy to watch  
favorite TV programs in  

high-quality stereo sound.

Exceed expectations  
with stylish, comfortable 

designs and the convenience 
of rechargeable.

Expand the listening 
experience, with made for 
all binaural connectivity.

Future-proof their devices 
with FLEX:UPGRADE.

The FLEX experience is 
the one and only way to 

get a totally personalized 
hearing solution. 
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At a glance SoundCore Discover 9 Discover 7 Discover 5 Discover 3

Environmental classification SoundNav 3.0 • • • •
Total listening environments 7 6 4 2

Conversation in a crowd •
Conversation in a small group • •
Music • •
Quiet • • •
Noise • • •
Conversation in quiet • • • •
Conversation in noise • • • •
Total streaming environments 2 2 2 2

MediaNav speech • • • •
MediaNav music • • • •

Sound optimization Sound Conductor • • • •
Speech enhancement • • • •
Noise reduction • • • •
Microphone features • • • •

Localization Spatial Awareness • • •
Personalized •
Pinna Effect • • • •

Performance in  
challenging environments

SpeechPro •
Speech Locator • •
Speech Focus •
Spatial Speech •
SpeechZone 2 •

Fine-tuning channels 20 16 12 8

Available in all technology levels

Sound stabilization

 › AntiShock 2
 › Wind control
 › Feedback manager
 › Natural sound balance

Fitting

 › New first fit approach
 › Automatic Adaptation Manager
 › Frequency compression 2
 › Tinnitus masker
 › MyMusic
 › Manual programs
 › IntelliVent

Experience innovations

 › FLEX:TRIAL
 › FLEX:UPGRADE
 › Insights

 - Log It All
 -  Ratings (including proactive alerts)
 - Overall satisfaction
 - Usage

Ease and convenience

 › Made for all direct connectivity
 › Rechargeable
 › TV Connector
 › DuoLink
 › Binaural Phone
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Unitron is a hearing solution company that believes people should feel really good about the entire 
hearing care experience, start to finish. Our ingenious products, technologies, services and programs 
offer a level of personalization you can’t get anywhere else. Get ready to Love the experience.

© 2019 Unitron. All rights reserved.
2019-03   028-6348-02

unitron.com

Get ready to  
Love the experience


